
DIMENSIONS

With the development of the Ad-Lib 
family we set out to redefine the genre of 
multi-purpose seating as we recognize 
changing needs.

The LiteWork version is the ideal 
solution for ad hoc touch down working 
environments, as well as team based 
project meeting environments.

The inclusion of the dynamic yoke 
incorporates a free floating tilt action and 
seat height adjustment which enhances 
the ergonomic performance of this chair.

Standard Features (*Selected models only)

Plastic seat and back frame

Plastic contoured seat and back panels*

Plastic contoured back panel and 
upholstered seat*

Fully upholstered seat and back*

Black gas lift

Dynamic tilt seat yoke with height adjustable 
gas lift and floating seat action

Optional Features

Aluminum fixed (non tilt) seat yoke, 
matching chair frame

Two-tone upholstery*

Performance Standards

ANSI/BIFMA X5.1:2011

SCS-EC10.3-2014 Indoor Air Quality

Ad-Lib Litework
—

Design by PearsonLloyd

Injection molded 5-Star base

2.5” twin hard wheel casters

Back frame with integral arms covered in 
soft touch plastic*

DESIGN 
PearsonLloyd

—
The London based practice takes a 
collaborative approach to its work, embracing 
the restrictions imposed by production, 
the market and all the other factors that 
define a brief. Their work is grounded in 
research and at the core is an attempt to 

understand the relationship between a 
product, its place, and the way people use 
it. It is this innovative thinking that earned 
PearsonLloyd a Red Dot Award for the 
design of Ad-Lib for Senator.
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SENATOR 3 R’S

Recyclability

The range is 100% recyclable

100%

Senator is committed to continually 
improving the sustainability of all 
environmental aspects within our business.

To meet both international standards and 
our own environmental targets we  
apply the three R’s principle

-Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.

–Reduce
–Reuse
–Recycle

Whilst recycling is the element which 
receives the most exposure it is actually the 
last option available and should never be 
the prime target in anyone’s battle to reduce 
waste. 

It is our duty as individuals and as a 
company to initially attempt to Reduce 
usage. Then we should look to Reuse 
wherever possible and finally, only after 
these two processes have been exhausted, 
should we consider Recycling.

Ad-Lib Litework
—
ENVIRONMENTAL

Recycled Content

Contains up to 13.00% of  
Recycled Material

Material Content

Components are constructed  
of the following

Steel

PU Foam

Fabric

Plastic

Steel

Fabric

23.67%

2.11%

2.04%

72.19%

12.00%

1.00%



FINISH OPTIONS (*Selected models only)

Ad-Lib Litework
—

5-Star base available in Black, Light Gray 
and Anthracite plastic

Polished aluminum base

2.5” twin hard wheel casters available in 
Black and Light Gray*

2.5” soft wheel casters in Black or  
Light Gray*

Plastic seat and back frame available 
in Black, Light Gray and Anthracite with 
matching Aluminum seat yoke 

Plastic contoured seat and back panel 
available in Black, Light Gray, Anthracite, 
Signal Red, Fern Green and Blue*

Plastic contoured back panel available in 
Black, Light Gray, Anthracite, Signal Red, 
Fern Green and Blue*

Flexible back membrane available in Black, 
Light Gray or Anthracite*

CASTER COLORS

Black Light Gray

SEAT FRAME / BACK COLORS

PLASTIC SEAT / BACK

Black

Black

Anthracite*

Anthracite

Light Gray

FLEXIBLE BACK MEMBRANE

Black Anthracite* Light Gray

Light Gray Signal Red BlueFern Green

BASE 

Polished 
Aluminum

Black AnthraciteLight Gray


